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GGN – Inside The Smoker’s Studio

“everyday people AKA real _____ shit”:
What’s the first thing you do or think of when you wake up:

…my wife next to me
what I get / want to do today

Hot or cold?
they say I run hot, in my body and being or whatever
… and I prefer cool weather

Tacos or burgers?
I just don’t prefer to eat dead animals.
But I guess burgers …
though you can get some real diversity and range with tacos.

Chicken wings or chicken breasts?
I don’t usually like to eat dead animals …
I like the living chicken I guess, running around …
or the wild and free animal.



Ass or titties?
Just simple health and a sense of confidence and pleasure is what I like.
Vitality, I guess.

What are your favorite pair of shoes of all time?
Diesel Parandy … turn-of-the-millenium
Or Saucony Bullets? Maybe New balance Shadow 5K, for comfort.
Whatever looks good with the outfit

What’s your favorite thing to cook?
Bare-ass breakfast. Buck-naked

How many times a day do you think about sex?
I’m embarrassed… I think about it all the time.

What’s the worst job you’ve ever had?
I’ve had a lot of really bad jobs, when I was younger.
Recently I’ve been very fortunate to have wonderful jobs.
Sometimes the worst jobs are the ones I was luckiest to have… I really
needed them at the time. Had to pay the rent. I’ve been real broke before,
but I’m not anymore.

If you were stuck on an island for a year and only had three albums, what would they
be?

I was just talking about this the other day!
The only albums I could think of are: On the Beach (or Citizen Kane Jr.
Blues by Neil Young, and The Fragile (or Fragile Deviations) by Nine Inch
Nails, and something by CocoRosie; The Adventures of Ghosthorse &
Stillborn or Noah’s Ark

If you could remake any movie and star in it what would it be?
Dead Man - William Blake (or Nobody)
Total Recall - Douglas Quaid / Carl Hauser

Finish the sentence

I always wake up:
carpe diem
you know, let’s do this then,
let’s do the damn thing
let’s rock & roll!

If I could work with anybody dead or alive I would want to work with:
Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche?
Closer to art; Nancy Spero … Arthur Jafa, or Mark Leckey.



If I could see anybody perform dead or alive I would want to see:
Joseph Beuys? Jimi Hendrix?

I look for _______ in a partner:
confidence
wisdom
the ability to amaze me
someone I can believe in
…

If I wasn’t a boss I’d be a _________ ,
I prefer to be a comrade.
/ Teacher

My favorite position is:
generally: more over it
sexually: whatever they like

My name is Noah Travis Phillips and I am:
… and I’m an artist.
… and I’m just another sentient being trying to make it in the Universe.

P.S.
If you could smoke with anybody dead or alive who would you want to smoke with?:

Willie Nelson?
Jim Morrison?
My mom?
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